Introduction
In the closing ceremony of the first African World Cup at Soccer City in Johannesburg, Colombian pop singer Shakira sang the official song of the tournament 'Waka-Waka (This time for Africa)'. Originally written by Cameroonian band Golden Sounds in the 1980s, Shakira added English and Spanish lyrics and exclaimed 'This is Africa [and] We are all Africans [and] We are all Africa'. 2 The closing ceremony brought the end to a month long spectacle in which South Africa in particular and the African continent in general was projected by mainstream commentators, analysts and the media.
This article explores the representation of Africa and South Africa in sections of the print press before and during the month long spectacle. By considering the representation of Africa and South Africa, a distinct imagery is projected which initially, particularly abroad, coverage with specific reference to two events in the lead up to the World Cup in 2010. The article then considers the forms of representation during the event. In particular, the notion of 'world-class' became the prominent message during the tournament while the theme of PanAfricanism developed, particularly in relation to events on the football pitch. Finally, the article looks at the notion of exclusion in relation to access to stadiums and matches during the tournament.
South Africa as sporting outcasts to World Cup hosts
South African sports organisations returned to the international fold in the early 1990s after decades of isolation. The South African Football Association (SAFA) was inaugurated in 1991 and unified a range of football associations. 3 SAFA was readmitted into FIFA in July 'excellent' transport, 'advanced accommodation structure'; information technology and a 'mature' media. 13 Alegi notes that the objectives for the 2006 bid were to increase the international exposure of the country, have a positive impact on the domestic tourist industry and evoke national unity. 14 The 2010 tournament represented a project at the national level and globally market 'Brand South Africa'. 15 Cornelissen argues that in the Moroccan and 22 Beckenbauer's comments were not isolated remarks but part of a broader concern particularly in the foreign press who questioned the ability of South Africa to host the event. Philip Pank also writing in
The Times reported on delays in the completion of infrastructure and the potential of crime.
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In May 2008, 62 African migrants and refugees were killed in xenophobic violence that spread across South Africa. 24 These were not the first xenophobic attacks in postapartheid South Africa however they were the most widespread and intense to date. Africa's coming of age…a successful World Cup will make it a beacon for the entire continent'. 43 The press in South Africa reported on the build-up to the event in a very different way to their European counterparts. beyond. An interlocking theme across a broad spectrum of South African newspapers was the capacity to rebrand and project a specific desired image of the country. This image was that South Africa was seen as 'world-class'. This was an attempt to dispel the negative press coverage the country had received in the build up to the tournament on the one hand, and on the other was to prove critics wrong in light of decades of negative reporting on the continent as a whole. Moreover, it was also an attempt dismiss more cynical commentaries that had been seen as Afro-pessimistic.
In the opening game of the 2010 tournament, South Africa recorded a credible draw against Mexico in front of 84,490 spectators. Siphiwe Tshabalala's 55th minute effort was 'a special goal, a special moment: plainly beautiful'. 44 The editorial of Johannesburg's Saturday
Star noted that 'we invited the world…[the World Cup] is finally here, and we have finally arrived -as a world-class nation'. 45 Similarly, The Sunday Independent exclaimed that it was 'the day we won respect' and it represented 'one giant leap for Africa'. 46 59 In contrast to earlier reports in the build-up to the tournament,
The Times noted in an editorial that 'the World Cup has been a triumph for South Africa…has soared beyond its problems to deliver one of the slickest tournaments on record. More importantly, Africa's first World Cup has generated a wave of national confidence'. 60 While the Financial Times suggested 'The World Cup has essentially given South Africa a chance to reintroduce itself to the rest of the world'. 61 Sections of the mainstream press in South Africa enthused at the efficiency and competency of the organization of the event while simultaneously arguing that the tournament was 'world-class'. 62 In addition to the discourse of 'world-class', a broad popular Pan-Africanism emerged during the tournament.
Six African countries represented the continent in South Africa during the tournament.
Despite generally indifferent performances, these teams received vocal and passionate support. Ghana was the only African representative to qualify for the second round. After the hosts South Africa, more popularly known as Bafana Bafana, failed to qualify for the second round, the Ghanaian team was affectionately referred to as 'BaGhana BaGhana' in the South
African press. Prior to Ghana's quarterfinal encounter with Uruguay, the Sowetan exclaimed 'Africa Unite: Black Stars carry continent's dream'. 63 Despite losing to Uruguay in a penalty shoot-out, the Ghanaian national team received significant support from South Africans more generally, and in Soccer City during the match in particular. In relation to the Pan-Africanism evident in the World Cup, the Mail & Guardian succinctly reminded its readers that 'we talk up our own exceptionalism a good deal without realizing the extent to which we rode in on the back of a continent-wide narrative…we have nothing to celebrate unless we can celebrate it with the African disapora. However this ends, we are all Black Stars'. 64 Zimbabwean writer Everjoice Win remarked that 'South Africa publicly embracing its own Africanness' while noting 'I shall enjoy this mirage of a rainbow continent for as long as it lasts'. 65 Win's comments need to be understood in the context of the xenophobia that emerged in South Africa in May 2008. Marcotti, noted that the message sent out was 'pushing the warm and fuzzy message of a united Africa at the World Cup, with every African supporting every team from the continent'. 66 The technical sponsor of 12 participating teams including four African teams was German sports equipment manufacturer Puma. 67 As part of their build up for the event, 68 Moreover, Puma noted the kit was the first 'continental football kit'. Jochen Zeitz, Puma chief executive, acknowledged sales of Puma merchandise in Africa more generally was low but was 'hoping Puma's close association with African football will help sales of its high-end apparel in Europe'. 69 Similarly, Ivory Coast national team captain Didier Drogba and Nike endorsed athlete, campaigned on behalf of the company. In Nike's 'Lace Up Save Lives' campaign, profits generated from sales of red football boot laces would be donated to AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria related projects in Africa. 70 Official corporate sponsor of the tournament, Adidas unveiled the football to be used during the event called 'Jabulani', isiZulu for 'celebrate'. 71 In addition, the company released a range of shoes and Mainstream South African newspapers constantly referred to the 'world-class' nature of the event and the rebranding of the image of the country in which the middle classes were able to enjoy the sanitised spectacle and 'Disneyfication' of the first African World Cup while using public transport and walking through city centres, for many for the first time. Therefore during the first African World Cup, the traditional football supporting public watched games in fan parks and on television and in more remote areas of the country and listened on radio sets due to being priced out of the event. However, a significant corollary of this according to Throughout the duration of the tournament South African retailers and supermarkets in particular experienced an increase in sales particularly related to football merchandise 'capitalising on the surge in national pride and soccer fever'. 85 Towards the end of the tournament Pravin Gordham suggested US$5.2 billion had been added to the economy, while close to 500 000 foreigners had visited the country during the event. 86 For Jordaan 'the World Cup had rebranded and repositioned South Africa in the global economy'. 87 Despite initial positive sales for street vendors, the elimination of the hosts saw such sales significantly decrease. 88 In contrast traditional South African brands such as Sun International, City Lodge, Shoprite, Pick n Pay, Mr Price and Woolworths all reported upsurges in sales figures. 89 The first African World Cup generated significant profits for FIFA, corporate partners and certain South African retailers more generally. However, Tolsoi succinctly notes that a world class event was delivered but this was 'focused in and around stadiums, for television audiences and the elite who have visited our shores, from fans to players'. 90 More soberly, Richard
Calland provides an assessment of the tournament as a 'First World show superimposed upon a putrid, demeaning Third World squalor'. an extent by corporate interests and marketing campaigns but also because the host nation had failed to qualify for the second round. Ghana was the only African representative to progress through the group qualifying stages and as a result received significant South African support.
Despite the overly positive image that was projected during the tournament, the event was also one of exclusion. In this context, the traditional football supporting public in South Africa was in many cases, absent from the stadiums of the tournament.
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